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To do: 

- Do a SWOT Analysis of your company. 

- Formulate between 3-10 Strategic Objectives for the EV Company you're working on. If the 

Strategic Objectives are available (public information), please critique / edit / add / support it 

with your own arguments. If this info is not available, please create it. 

 

SWOT Matrix for Hyliion: 

 Helpful (for your objective) Harmful (for your objective) 

Internal 

(within 

organization) 

Strengths 

> High investment in Research and 

Development (R&D); 

> Hyliion’s RNG1 trucks are more 

efficient than regular diesel trucks; 

> Considerably small company (10 - 

100 employees) in proportion to its 

revenue ($10 - $100 million/year); 

> Hyliion’s technology isn’t isolated 

and built from scratch, so it doesn’t 

require setting up new fueling 

infrastructure; 

> Clear and publicly open Code of 

Ethics and Corporate Governance 

Guidelines concerning its business-

evironmental ethics. 

Weaknesses 

> Very low sales rate of products [1]; 

> Although energetic infrastructure 

exists, it is considerably limitated 

outside the US and Canada; 

> Hyliion’s quarterly report showed 

that shares fell 300%; 

> Heavily relies on partnerships and 

third parties; 

> Relying on positive media reviews 

to keep attracting investors and 

motivate partnerships. 

External Opportunities Threats 

 
1 RNG stands for “renewable natural gas”. 



(outside 

organization) 

> Business combination and merging 

with other companies of the energy 

sector [2]; 

> Enormous growth potential in the 

next 5 to 6 years [3]; 

> Investor activity rate raised by 30% 

in February 2019 [4]; 

> Growing global concern for green 

technologies; 

> Voting member of the Hypertruck 

Innovation Council, which will 

provide key user insights in the 

development of the Hypertruck. 

> Stocks may keep falling since the 

company remains purely speculative 

and has almost no sales; 

> Loosing partnership opportunities if 

can’t sell the amount of trucks 

predicted for 2021; 

> Since Hyliion is still very speculative, 

negative headlines will keep hurting 

investment in the company; 

> Hyllion’s stocks have been included 

in a list of stocks that could 

potentially go to zero; 

> Competition coming from China 

and recent engine maker Cummins 

Inc., which could be more efficient. 

[5] 
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Strategic Objectives for Hyliion 

 

 Every strategic planning process goes through three particular phases: assess, design, 

build and manage. Although it would be ideal to draw a canvas to make the overview, for this 

deliverable we shall keep it simple, so that we can manage to make bullet-point strategic 



objectives. Since the first phase, that is, the “Assess Phase”, consists in the SWOT Analysis 

already made, we will jump to “Design Phase”, which is the one where we may draw the strategic 

objectives prior the “Build Phase”. 

 For the Design, we must retake what Hyliion have for its Misson: “be the leading provider 

of electrified powertrain solutions for the commercial transportation industry”. In other words, 

Hyliion wants to be the top company of long-range transportation of goods and materials in the 

EV market; at the same time, Hyliion is not interested in daily, urban transportation, so its 

products will not be aiming private transportation consumers. 

 So, in order to put the strategic objectives in a Balanced Scorecards plan (BSC): 

Mission: be the leading provider of electrified powertrain solutions for the commercial 

transportation industry. 

CATEGORIES OBJECTIVES 

Financial 1) Mantain cost and efficiency superiority of Hyllion’s powertrucks in 

comparison to diesel regular trucks; 

2) Sell at least 300 hybrid electric powertruck units in 2021; 

Customer 3) Develop awareness of low-cost, green technologies among the 

commercial transportation industry; 

4) To be the top green technology resource company for the commercial 

transportation industry; 

Operations 5) Keep, improve and spread the existing energy infrastructure, so that the 

migration cost to RNG system is remains low; 

6) Build up more partnerships with companies of the energy sector; 

People 7) Increase the participation of contributors in order to compete in the 

European market; 

8) Community involvement in reducing the carbon print by using Hyliion’s 

technologies for the commercial transportation industry. 

 

  


